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Abstract
This paper addresses the challenging issue of target
tracking and appearance learning in Forward Looking Infrared (FLIR) sequences. Tracking and appearance learning are formulated as a joint state estimation problem with
two parallel inference processes. Specifically, a new adaptive Kalman filter is proposed to learn histogram-based target appearances. A particle filter is used to estimate the target position and size, where the learned appearance plays
an important role. Our appearance learning algorithm is
compared against two existing methods and experiments on
the AMCOM FLIR dataset validate its effectiveness.
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1. Introduction
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Target tracking in Forward Looking Infrared (FLIR) image sequences is a challenging problem since FLIR images
are often characterized by low signal-to-noise (SNR) ratios,
strong ego-motion of the sensor, poor target visibility, and
time varying target signatures, as shown in Fig. 1. Tracking
failure can often be attributed to the deterioration of the appearance model, viz., the “drifting problem” [4]. Therefore,
appearance modeling and learning are two key related issues that affect tracker accuracy and robustness. In [1, 17],
the use of both foreground and local background information is shown to be beneficial for histogram-based appearance models. However, the tracker is prone to failure in
cases with low background-foreground contrast if no adaptive updating scheme is established for the target appearance model. The example in Fig.1 shows several sample
FLIR frames and the evolution of the intensity histograms
of the target and local background area over time. The
strong similarity between the foreground and background
histograms renders the target barely distinguishable from
the background. In such cases, increasing numbers of background pixels may creep into the target appearance model
over time, eventually causing track loss. Therefore, it is essential to have an adaptive scheme which learns the target
appearance “on-the-fly.”
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Figure 1. Sample FLIR frames and the variation of foreground and
background intensity histograms for the sequence LW-17-01.

Significant efforts have been directed towards developing methods for online appearance learning. These methods often depend on the choice of the descriptive features. For histogram-based representations, there are two
methods for appearance learning. The first combines the
reference model with the current observation via a linear
weighting scheme [22]. It is simple and straightforward,
but highly susceptible to the “drifting problem.” The second formulates appearance learning as a state estimation
problem, where each histogram bin is treated as a linear system state and filtered by an Adaptive Kalman filter
(AKF) [14]. Although this method is more robust, its applicability is limited by the potentially ill-conditioned estimation of system noise parameters which is key to the AKF.
In this paper, we propose a new AKF-based appearance
learning method where the the system noise is estimated
via the time-varying Autocovariance Least-Squares (ALS)
technique [12], which provides a well-conditioned and stable solution. Joint tracking and learning is formulated as
a unified probabilistic inference problem, where two state
estimation processes are integrated into a graphical model.
1
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2. Related Work

X k −1

In the context of infrared target tracking, the use of a
simple rectangle [3, 15, 18] is often preferred over the use
of contours [20] to describe the target shape. The features commonly used for appearance modelling in FLIR sequences include simple shapes, edges [15] and local statistics like intensity and standard deviation (stdev) [3, 21] of
the target area. The use of stdev as a feature helps greatly in
localizing both small and dark targets. The lack of color information in IR images prohibits the use of color features as
in [2]. Because they are scale invariant and tend to be slowly
varying, intensity histograms are widely used for target representation [2, 7, 21]. Here, we employ a dual foregroundbackground appearance model [17] which incorporates simple pixel statistics (intensity and local stdev) from both the
target and the surrounding background.
The value of appearance learning in tracking is well recognized. Generally, the appearance learning/update method
is strongly influenced by the choice of features which characterize the appearance model. In the case of templates,
a drift correction approach is proposed in [8]. Templates,
however, cannot handle appearance variations and view
changes of the target. In [5], a more sophisticated model
that involves three components (stable, wandering and outlier) is proposed. These three components are combined
into a Gaussian mixture model with parameters that are updated using an EM algorithm. For small targets, there may
not be enough pixels on the target to support meaningful
estimation of the elaborate parameter set.
Kalman filters have traditionally been used in target
tracking where the objective is to estimate target kinematics (positions and velocities). They have also been used recently for appearance learning. A Kalman-based approach
was proposed to update pixel values of the target template
in [11]. This idea was extended to histogram-based appearance modeling in [14]. However, Kalman filtering requires complete knowledge of the system model, including
the statistics of the system noises. Designing optimal filters
without knowledge of the noise components is a well studied topic in the field of control systems where it is referred
to as AKF, [6, 9]. Two of the most popular AKF algorithms
are covariance matching and autocorrelation based methods, which will be discussed and compared in this paper.
These methods are based on the principle of deriving a set
of constraints that relate the covariance or autocorrelation
of the filter residues with the unknown noise parameters.
The covariance method seeks to obtain filter residuals that
are consistent with the theoretical covariances by adjusting
the noise parameters. This is based on a single constraint
that does not guarantee a feasible solution. Alternatively,
the ALS method, which will be our main focus here, is robust in the sense of involving multiple autocorrelation constraints at different time lags.
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Figure 2. Framework of the proposed algorithm

3. Problem Formulation
The proposed tracking algorithm along with appearance
learning is shown in Fig. 2, where two state estimation problems are involved. Let xk and Fk represent the unknown
kinematics (position and size) and appearance model at time
step k and let yk represent the kth observed video frame
from which we want to infer xk and Fk . The goal of the
inference is to estimate the posterior densities p(xk |y1:k )
and p(Fk |y1:k ). Formulating the conditional dependencies
of Fig. 2 in a recursive Bayesian framework, we have

p(xk |y1:k ) ∝ p(yk |xk , Fk−1 )p(Fk−1 |y1:k−1 )dFk−1
Fk−1


·

p(xk |xk−1 )p(xk−1 |y1:k−1 )dxk−1 ,

xk−1

p(Fk |y1:k ) ∝

·

xk

Fk−1

(1)

p(yk |xk , Fk )p(xk |y1:k )dxk

p(Fk |Fk−1 )p(Fk−1 |y1:k−1 )dFk−1 .

(2)

Similar to the co-inference algorithm in [19], we substitute
the first integrals on Fk−1 and xk in (1) and (2) with their
expectations F̂k−1 and x̂k . Thus we have
p(xk |y1:k ) ∝ p(yk |xk , F̂k−1 )

p(xk |xk−1 )p(xk−1 |y1:k−1 )dxk−1 ,
·

(3)

p(Fk |y1:k ) ∝ p(yk |Fk , x̂k )

p(Fk |Fk−1 )p(Fk−1 |y1:k−1 )dFk−1 .
·

(4)

xk−1

Fk−1

Here, p(xk |xk−1 ) represents the kinematics evolution
and p(yk |xk , Fk−1 ) is the observation likelihood given the
kinematics and appearance model. Because (4) is nonlinear, we approximate it using a particle filtering approach
in Section 5. Under the assumption that the appearance
histograms evolve linearly, we introduce an AKF in Section 4 to estimate (4). The particle filter uses the appearance
model Fk−1 to localize the target at time step k. In turn, the
appearance model is updated to Fk using information from
the tracker output at time step k, as shown in Fig. 2.
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4. Histogram-based Appearance Learning

and update equations for the above system based on the
Kalman Filter are given by:

In this section, we present three appearance learning
techniques. Let the histograms of the target appearance and
of the track gate at time k be given by

b
b
State prediction: fk|k−1
= fk−1
.

(9)

2
Covariance prediction: pbk|k−1 = pbk−1 + σwb
. (10)

 b b
appearance model : fk = {fkb }b=1···Nb ; N
fk = 1,
b=1
Nb
tracker hypothesis : gk = {gkb }b=1···Nb ; b=1
gkb = 1,

Compute Kalman gain: Kkb =

pbk|k−1
2
pbk|k−1 + σvb

b
Compute residue: rkb = gkb − fk|k−1
.

where Nb is the number of bins of the appearance histogram. Our objective is to learn the one-step future
appearance model fk+1 by incorporating the current tracker
information gk into the present appearance model fk .

.

(11)
(12)

b
State update: fkb = fk|k−1
+ Kkb rkb . (13)

Covariance update: pbk = (1 − Kkb )pbk|k−1 . (14)
Computation of the optimal Kalman gains in (9) - (14) re2
2
quires knowledge of the variances σwb
and σvb
. Estimation
of these unknown variances is the main objective of adaptive Kalman filtering. In the following, we will review the
application of covariance and autocovariance methods for
appearance histogram learning.

4.1. Linear Combination Method
The linear combination method is based on the following:
fk = ξk fk−1 + (1 − ξk )gk ,
(5)
where ξk is defined by
ξk = d(fk−1 , gk ),

4.3. AKF: Covariance matching
(6)

Covariance matching methods are based on making the
filter residuals, computed in (12), consistent with their theoretical values by adjusting the noise parameters. Assuming
2
all bins share the same noise statistics (e.g., σvb
= σv2 and
2
2
σwb = σw ∀ b), the theoretical value of the residual covariance for the system defined in (7) and (8) is given by [9]

0 ≤ ξk ≤ 1, and where d is a distance function. A commonly used distance measure is the Bhattacharyya Coefficient (BC) [2, 7]. However, we have found that the histogram intersection metric [16] is more suitable for the
problem considered here. When the two histograms are
very similar (large ξk ) very little information from the
tracker hypothesis is incorporated in the learning step.
However, when there is a sudden change in target appearance and the two histograms become less similar (small ξk ),
the new appearance is quickly incorporated into the model.
This rapid adaptation of the tracker hypothesis can be a disadvantage and lead to appearance drift if the image is corrupted by noise or if the tracker is distracted by similar looking targets or background.

2
E[rk rkT ] = pk|k−1 + σv2 = pk−1 + σw
+ σv2 .

The sample based covariance of the filter residues rk is
computed using the residual values of all bins over the last
L frames according to
E[rk rkT ] =

The Kalman filter is a linear method where the filter coefficients are optimal in the MSE sense under appropriate assumptions. For Kalman filter-based histogram appearance
learning, the state and observation models for the bth bin are
given by

gkb

=

b
b
fk−1
+ wk−1
,

(7)

=

fkb

(8)

+

vkb ,

1
LNb

k


Nb


(rlb )2 .

(16)

l=k−L+1 b=1

The error covariance pk−1 is estimated by

4.2. Adaptive Kalman Filtering

fkb

(15)

pk−1 =

Nb
1 
pbk−1 .
Nb

(17)

b=1

Note that (15) involves both of the unknown noise variances
2
σv2 and σw
and can therefore be used to solve for one of
them only if the other is known. If σv2 , E[rk rkT ], and pk−1
2
are known, for example, then σw
can be determined using
(15). Many recent works [11, 13, 14] employ this method
to update the filter noise covariances. In [13], the authors
attribute the observation noise to the precision of the template transformation parameters and obtain an expression to
explicitly evaluate it. In [11] and [14], the observation noise
σv2 is initialized in the first frame and then held constant for
the rest of the tracking process.

b
and vkb are the system and observation noises
where wk−1
that are assumed to be zero mean IID Gaussian with vari2
2
ances σwb
and σvb
respectively. In (7) and (8), it is assumed
that both the histogram evolution process and its observation are driven by white noise alone. The state prediction
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Predict bin value fk|k−1 = fk−1 .
Obtain observation gk based on tracker output.
Compute residue rk = gk − fk|k−1 .
for j = 0 to Nd − 1
k−j
1
Compute Cˆj = L−j
i=k−L+1 ri ri+j .
end
2
.
Setup and optimize ALS problem to obtain σv2 and σw
Compute steady state Kalman gain K based on the estimated
noise parameters.
Update bin value fk = fk|k−1 + Krk .
Table 1. Pseudo-code of the ALS based AKF for a single bin of
the histogram at time k.

The covariance matching method makes two important
but potentially problematic assumptions: (1) all histogram
bins share same noise statistics, and (2) the measurement
noise is a known constant. In addition, there is no guarantee to ensure that the estimates of (15) always result in
2
positive values for σw
, the process noise variance. Since
the term pk−1 computed in (15) is only an approximation
2
of the actual error covariance, convergence of σw
to the optimal value cannot be guaranteed.

4.4. Autocovariance based Least Squares (ALS)
Autocovariance based methods typically derive a set of
equations that relate the residual autocorrelations at different lags with the unknown noise statistics. Pioneering work
in this field was done by Mehra [9], who first proposed the
use of residual autocorrelation for adaptive filtering. Neethling and Young [10] pointed out that Mehra’s method yields
estimates with large variances and does not consider the
positive semidefinite (PSD) requirement of the unknown
noise parameters. Recently, Odelson et al.[12] presented
an Autocovariance Least Squares (ALS) method which estimates both the process and measurement noise covariances
and ensures that they are non-negative. In addition, estimates from the ALS method have lower variance in comparison to Mehra’s method and converge asymptotically to
the optimal value with increasing sample size.
We next present a brief overview of the ALS method
as applicable to appearance histograms. Consider the state
space model given by (7) and (8). The noises wkb and vkb are
assumed to be statistically independent of each other and of
the other bins. In the following, the superscript b is omitted for brevity. Given a random stable (suboptimal) Kalman
filter gain K, the state estimates are given by
fˆk+1 = fˆk + K(gk − fˆk ),

where P is the steady state error covariance matrix given by
the solution of the Lyapunov equation
P = ĀP ĀT + Ḡ

Ā

Cˆj =

Ḡ

k+1

=

rk

=

k + vk ,

ḠT .

(22)

N
d −j
1
T
ri ri+j
.
Nd − j i=1

(23)

In (21), if we can substitute for P in terms of the un2
known covariances σw
and σv2 , then an equivalency of the
form A x = Cˆ can be obtained. In [12] this is done by
applying the stacked form of equation (22). Here x represents the stacked vector of the unknown variances and Cˆ
represents the approximated autocorrelation estimates. Cˆ
is obtained from (23) using the residues computed in (12).
The expression for A is defined in [12]. The Least Squares
problem can now be expressed in the form

2
2


σw
0
2
2
ˆ

Φ = min
A
− C
2

 st: σw , σv ≥ 0. (24)
2
2
0 σv
σw ,σv

(18)

wk
vk

0
σv2

The expressions (21) and (22) form the core of the ALS
method as it relates the autocorrelation Cj to the unknown
2
noise covariances σw
and σv2 embedded within P . The autocorrelations in the RHS of (21) can be approximated using
the residues rk computed from the filter according to

where the estimation error is defined by k = fk − fˆk . The
evolution of this error over time is given by



  
(1 − K) k + 1 −K

2
σw
0

The inequalities are handled by appending the objective
with a logarithmic barrier function according to

2
2


σw
0
2 2
ˆ

Φ = min
A
− C
2

 − μ log(σw σv ), (25)
2
2
0 σv
σw ,σv

, (19)
(20)

where rk is the residue defined as rk  gk − fˆk . Let Cj =
T
E[rk rk+j
] be the autocorrelation of the residues at lag j.
Considering autocorrelations up to a lag of N and based on
the derivation in [12], we obtain
⎡
⎡
⎤
⎡
⎤
⎤
1
C0
1
⎢ Ā ⎥
⎢
⎥ 2 ⎢ C1 ⎥
−K
⎢
⎥P + ⎢
⎥  C,
⎥ σv = ⎢
⎣
⎣
⎦
⎣
⎦
⎦
:
:
:
−ĀN −2 K
CN −1
ĀN −1
(21)

where μ is the barrier parameter. This optimization has been
shown to be convex and can be solved using a simple Newton recursion [12]. Unlike the covariance matching method,
the ALS method (1) estimates both process and measurement noise parameters simultaneously, (2) computes noise
statistics for each individual bin of the histogram, (3) enforces PSD on the estimated parameters, and (4) is based
on multiple constraints that are obtained by considering the
autocorrelation of the residues at different lags.
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5. Particle Filter-based Tracking

6. Experimental Results

A particle filter is used to estimate the target kinematics.
The state vector at time step k is defined as xk =[xk , sk ],
where xk =[xk , yk ] contains the position information and
sk =[sxk , syk ] represents the target size. The position dynamics are based on the model in [17] that can handle strong
ego-motion of the sensor platform. To account for size
changes, we employ a simple model that can increase or
decrease the size by 20% at each time step.
Given xk , the corresponding target appearance, denoted
by G(xk ), is composed of four histograms: the foreground intensity ff i (xk ), background intensity fbi (xk ),
foreground stdev ff s (xk ) and background stdev fbs (xk ).
These histograms are computed in a way similar to that described in [17]. Then G(xk ) is defined as

The proposed algorithm was evaluated on the AMCOM
dataset that contains challenging range closure sequences in
grayscale format (128×128 pixels). Ground truth information about the target position and size is available and serves
as a benchmark for algorithm evaluation.

G(xk ) = {ff i (xk ), fbi (xk ), ff s (xk ), fbs (xk )}.

6.1. Experimental Setup
Three appearance learning algorithms were integrated
with the same particle filter for performance evaluation. The
LC algorithm used the linear combination method defined
in (5) and (27). AKFcov used covariance matching as described in Section 4.3 to determine the unknown system
noise parameters. In AKFals , the unknowns were estimated
using the autocorrelation method of Section 4.4. It is important to realize that both of the AKF methods result in
filtering of the form (5) and differ only in the choice of ξk .
The LC algorithm relies on appearance similarity, whereas
the AKF methods considers system noise statistics in deciding the appropriate value ξk . The number of bins Nb for
the intensity and stdev histograms were set to 32 and 16,
respectively. The main purpose of the sdev histograms is to
aid in localizing small and hard-to-see targets. The number
of particles used for tracking was Np = 200. The number of frames L used to compute the residual covariance
for AKFcov in (16) was set to 3. Note that the AKFcov
algorithm averages over the number of bins to make covariance estimates and would have L × Nb data points. However, the AKFals algorithm performs separate computation
for each bin. To ensure a fair comparison between the two
algorithms, more past frames (Nd =7) are included for autocorrelation estimation. The number of time lags was set to
N = 5. Note that the appearance learning algorithms were
applied only to the intensity histograms, as the dynamics of
stdev histograms do not have a well-defined structure. The
stdev histograms in all cases were updated using LC.

(26)

The Histogram Intersection (HI) metric is used to measure
the similarity between any two histograms p and q as
d(p, q) =

Nb


min(p(i), q(i)).

(27)

i=1

The similarity between G(xk ) and the reference model
Fk−1 which also comprises four histograms is defined as

d(fz (xk ), fz,k−1 ),
(28)
D(G(xk ), Fk−1 ) =
z∈Z

where Z = {f i, bi, f s, bs}. The implication of (28) is
that all the four histograms are given equal weight in the
tracking process. The likelihood p(yk |xk , vk−1 ) is defined
based on the distance measure in (28) and is given by
p(yk |xk , Fk−1 ) ∝ exp(λ · D(G(xjk ), Fk−1 )),

(29)

where λ is a constant controlling exponential non-linear
stretching. The pseudo code for the particle filter based
tracker is given in Table 2.

6.2. Discussion
Initialization: Draw xj0 ∼ N (X0 , 1), and set F0 = G(X0 ),
where X0 is the ground truth of the states in the initial frame.
For k=1,· · · ,T
For j=1,· · · , Np
Draw xjk ∼ p(xjk |xjk−1 ) using position and size dynamics.
Compute wkj = exp (λ · D(G(xjk ), Fk−1 )).
End
Np j
w = 1.
Normalize the weights such that j=1
 Npk j j
wk xk .
Compute the mean of the states x̂k = j=1
Set xjk =resample(xjk , wkj ).
Update reference model to obtain Fk+1 .
End
Table 2. Pseudo-code of the particle filter algorithm with online
appearance learning for tracking in real video sequences.

The three algorithms were evaluated on the basis of
both appearance learning (Fig.3) and tracking performance
(Fig.4). In Fig.3 the ground-truth appearance of the target
is shown (foreground histogram). It can easily be observed
that the results of AKFals closely match that of the true target histogram. Closer examination reveals that the LC and
AKFcov algorithms result in histograms that slowly deviate or “drift” from the true ones. This is clearly evident in
Fig.3(c), where the intensity variation in the latter part of
the sequence is not captured by the LC and AKFcov algorithms. Therefore, the tracker includes a large portion of the
background into the tracking gate as seen in frames 320, 360
of Fig.4 (c). The LC and AKFcov algorithms show strong
affinity in maintaining a single mode even when the origi-
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3. Comparison of appearance learning for four AMCOM sequences: (a) LW-15-NS (b) LW-17-01 (c) LW-21-15 and (d) LW-14-15.

Algorithm
Sequence
LW-15-NS
LW-17-01
LW-21-15
LW-14-15
LW-19-06
Average

x
1.019
2.406
0.970
0.889
1.977
1.452

LC
y
sx
1.817 1.906
3.415 2.104
1.653 2.624
0.815 3.160
1.545 1.566
1.849 2.272

sy
2.732
3.016
2.941
2.137
1.544
2.474

x
0.860
2.145
1.135
0.932
0.797
1.174

AKFcov
y
sx
1.511 1.644
3.005 2.101
1.812 2.799
0.787 2.981
0.764 1.681
1.576 2.241

sy
2.396
3.163
3.113
2.157
1.454
2.457

x
0.801
1.213
0.893
1.099
0.694
0.940

AKFals
y
sx
1.461 1.423
2.110 1.376
1.300 2.786
0.801 2.660
0.709 1.536
1.276 1.956

sy
2.339
3.033
2.575
1.787
1.279
2.202

Table 3. Absolute error in estimated position and size. Averaged from 50 Monte Carlo runs for the three appearance learning algorithms.

bins and estimates only the process noise without considering PSD conditions, resulting in a suboptimal Kalman gain
estimate. Therefore its performance is only marginally better than that of LC. In contrast, the AKFals algorithm,
which estimates both process and measurement noise parameters with PSD conditions for each individual bin of the
histograms, is able to follow the modes and variations of the
original histogram accurately.

nal histogram spreads slowly. This is illustrated in Fig.3 (a)
and (d), the effect of this affinity is seen in Fig.4 (a) and (d)
where the tracker is unable to estimate the target size accurately. Fig.3 and Fig.4 clearly indicate the positive recursive
relationship between appearance learning and target tracking. In summary, LC easily corrupts the foreground appearance due to the drifting problem. The AKFcov method,
which assumes the same noise statistics for all histogram
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A detailed numerical comparison is shown in Table 3. It
is observed that for most sequences AKFals produces the
best results. The LC algorithm loses track of the target in
the sequence LW-19-06 (2 runs) as indicated by large errors. The largest improvement in localization using AKFals
is seen in the case of sequence LW-17-01, where the LC and
AKFcov methods fail to capture the true histogram mode.
This leads the tracker to lock-on to only a portion of the true
target. In the last few frames of Fig.4 (b), the AKFals algorithm has difficulty in covering the whole target, since the
left extreme of the target is very similar to the background.
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7. Conclusion
We proposed an integrated framework for joint target
tracking and appearance learning in FLIR sequences, where
the problem was formulated as two interrelated state estimation processes. In particular, we presented a new AKFbased method which robustly learns histogram-based target appearances “on-the-fly.” Experimental results on the
AMCOM FLIR sequences show that the proposed technique significantly enhances the ability and robustness of
appearance learning compared to two existing techniques,
and consequently improves tracking performance.
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Figure 4. Tracking results of the three algorithm on four AMCOM sequences. The top row shows the sample frames of (a) LW-15-NS (b)
LW-17-01 (c) LW-21-15 and (d) LW-14-15. The bottom row illustrates the tracking gates corresponding to the Ground truth (Top-Left),
LC (Top-Right), AKFcov (Bottom-Left), AKFals (Bottom-Right).
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